
Our company is hiring for a retail business. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for retail business

Work with demand generation team to ensure the Business pages are
relevant, up to date and SMB marketing demand activities are optimized
Drive performance review rhythms, identify gaps and opportunities, design
improvement plans, and implement execution tactics
Ensure a high level of customer satisfaction and revenue results with small
office/home office customer (SoHo) and small/medium businesses (SMB)
Optimize lifetime value & usage from past customers and become the trusted
advisor and leverage cross-sell and up-sell opportunities
Deliver all BA work on the assigned work stream, effectively managing the
scope of each project from Discovery through to Transition
Inform and support the coordination of dependencies with other BA work
streams (in particular w
Demonstrate strong stakeholder management for own work
Apply the BA Ways of Working and templates in work
Actively work to support the goals of the Business Architecture team
Support NationaI RCD in development and delivery of the "One·Way"
National RCD services

Qualifications for retail business

Ability to prepare and deliver formal presentations to varying levels of the
company and varying audiences, communicating complex concepts in easy to
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Proven ability to translate technical concepts and conduct complex
interpersonal interactions often involving moderately to highly complex or
technical topics
Experience and understanding of aligning the needs of business units with
the capabilities delivered by information technology, and the ability to serve
as a "translator" between those groups
Ability to organize, lead and conduct individual and cross functional group
interviews to gather information about current business process and to
translate and articulate the information captured in the interviews into
process models
Asian work culture preferred (Bilingual Japanese and/or Mandarin)
Domestic and overseas travel may be required


